DIS DEVELOPS AND DOES
CALCULATIONS ON BUS SHELTER

The uniquely designed bus shelter created by the architectural firm
Holscher Design is part of the look of Aarhus city. DIS has supported the
company Mekoprint to further develop and do test calculations on the
shelter, which needed a re-design so they among other could become 8
meters long instead of the original 4 meters
Mekoprint is a Danish high-tech company with 500 employees in offices in Denmark,
Eastern Europe and Asia. Primarily, the company produces and supplies components
such as; welded structures or solutions, metal signs, sheet metal components, aluminum
profiles and customized cable solutions. Among other, Mekoprint supplies materials,
spare parts, and product solutions for AFA JCDecaux, who have specialized in various
solutions for cities and outdoor-advertising. JCDecaux Sweden got in touch with Mekoprint to further develop and produce a bus shelter when they were given the task of equipping the Swedish city Gävle, placed North of Stockholm with new bus shelters.
The further development of the bus shelter required skills that Mekoprint did not possess in their organization and therefore they contacted DIS to obtain the required skills.
“I know DIS really well from previous projects and I have previously benefitted greatly from
using their expertise and consultants. Therefore, it was an easy decision to contact DIS when
we needed help in solving this task and especially in solving the challenges on the calculations’
part,” says Jakob Stautz, Business Unit Director at Mekoprint.
DIS developed a design where the bus shelter has grown from the original length of
4 meters to 8 meters. DIS did all the necessary calculations for the new bus shelters
to meet the required Swedish standards. Furthermore, DIS produced 3D-models that
were used in various presentation materials and made suggestions for user manuals
explaining how to assemble and install the various parts of the shelter, when the entire
structure is to be built.
“We have been pleased with the project execution and have experienced a great commitment
from DIS. We realize that we are probably a small customer in comparison to other customers
at such a large engineering company, but the consultants from DIS have done a really good
job and we have felt that we got a little bit more than we expected,” explains Jakob Stautz.
Mekoprint is in the final production maturing process of the bus shelter and the first
shelters are scheduled for delivery in August 2017.
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CREADIS IN POLAND
EXPANDS AND MOVES
INTO LARGER FACILITIES
CREADIS in Poland is growing and has moved into
new and larger facilities in the center of the city of
Krakow, and has thus made room for current and
future colleagues. It is expected that at least 20
new employees will join before the summer.
Last year DIS introduced the cooperative concept; DIS Global
Team, offering well known engineering skills across borders.
Simultaneously with the launch of the concept, DIS opened
subsidiaries in Poland and Ukraine under the business name
CREADIS. The first employees in Poland were quickly hired, so
many in fact that the first office space quickly became too small
and additional space was needed.
New and larger facilities were found in the heart of Krakow.
The new office is located on the 12th floor of the fashionable
Alma Tower. It has a total of 750 square meter floor space
and houses the current 30 CREADIS employees and before
the summer another 20 employees are expected to be added
to the office space.
“The many additional square meter office space in the city of Krakow
have been renovated and designed to look like the other DIS/CREADIS
offices around the world. The Krakow office is ready to welcome current
and future employees and customers,” says Søren Bunk, Director and
partner at DIS/CREADIS.
The Poland and in particular the Krakow location is not a coincidence, as a large number of international corporations have
opened branches here in recent years just like DIS/CREADIS.
“The workforce in Poland is very attractive and in particular in the
Krakow area, where an internationally recognized university has
produced a large number of highly qualified and well-educated
engineers in recent years. This has been a deciding factor for us in
the establishment of an office in Krakow and the companies in the
area all have a wide range of qualified profiles to choose from when
they need to recruit new employees,” says Søren Bunk.
The CREADIS employees are highly qualified engineers who all
hold either a Master’s or a Bachelor’s degree in engineering. The
Polish office have a good mix of newly educated and experienced
engineers. At the Krakow office expertise is hired especially within
the automation, electrical and mechanical field.
“It is our intention that the subsidiary in Krakow in the beginning will
act as support to the other DIS/CREADIS offices and the projects in
process, continually adding to the number of projects in progress. We
see it as a huge advantage to our customers that we can offer even
more qualified engineers in our organization and we are able to solve
even more exciting projects for them. Over time, the Krakow office will
also do projects and provide innovative engineering solutions to Polish
customers,” concludes Søren Bunk.
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DIS PROVIDES KNOWLEDGE AND CONTRIBUTES
WITH INFORMATION FOR TENDER MATERIALS FOR
VATTENFALL
Earlier this year Vattenfall won the right to build the Near Shore Wind Farm as well as Krieger’s Flak which will be
Denmark’s largest offshore wind farm to date. DIS has advised Vattenfall and been part of the drafting process of
the electrical package for the wind farm. The information and calculations provided by DIS have become part of the
final tender materials.
The energy company Vattenfall is Denmark’s largest producer of
onshore wind power, and having won the tenders for Krieger’s
Flak, the Near Shore Wind Farm and also previously Horn’s Reef
3, Vattenfall is now also the largest producer of offshore wind
power in Denmark.
The newest wind farm, Krieger’s Flak, placed in the Baltic Sea is
expected to be operational by 2022. It will be Denmark’s largest
wind farm and will be capable of providing sustainable power to
the equivalent of 20 percent of all Danish households.
In close cooperation with Vattenfall, DIS has provided information
and calculations which were eventually used in the final tender
materials submitted by Vattenfall. In particular, DIS has worked on
the financial considerations for cable dimensioning, cable length,
electrical calculations as well as switch gear ITT-documents.
Furthermore, DIS has done supplier screenings, reviewed the
received quotations and made documentation for electrical
parts. DIS has also contributed with time schedules and budget
planning for the entire electrical package in close cooperation
with Vattenfall’s Electrical Package Managers.
“We needed knowledge and expertise on the electrical package for
offshore wind turbines, and it was important to us that the right skills
were added to our organization. We chose DIS because they met our
requirements and also because they have an understanding of how
our organization works. The DIS consultants have been working on the

project equally to our own employees and we have experienced that the
DIS consultants are flexible and experienced in becoming part of an
organization that is not their own,” says Bo Svoldgaard, Head of
Engineering at Vattenfall
Going forward, DIS will support and advice Vattenfall on the entire
electrical package and the interface for the turbines at the new wind
farm Krieger’s Flak.
Vattenfall and DIS also work closely together on the other two
wind farms Vattenfall has won in similar tenders; Horn’s Reef 3
where DIS currently supports with knowledge of electrical design
for the foundations. And the Near Shore Wind Farm where DIS
contributes with knowledge of and solutions for cables between the
shore and the turbines, electrical installations and provide advise for
Vattenfall’s Electrical Package Managers.
“We have a portfolio of external business partners where we can add and
supplement skills to our organization. DIS is such business partner. They
have not been selected on their good reputation alone but on the skills
that we can add to a given project. It is a factor as well that it has been
easy and a competitive advantage to include DIS. We have also had the
pleasure of involving one of DIS’ German subsidiaries, the Hamburg
office, which has provided Vattenfall with advice on processes and
document structure. We know that this works and feel comfortable
expanding our cooperation with DIS,” concludes Bo Svoldgaard.
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DIS OPENS SUBSIDIARY IN AALBORG
DIS has opened a subsidiary in Aalborg and has moved closer to the customers in the North of Denmark.
DIS is experiencing significant growth. In November of last year,
DIS won the regional EY Entrepreneur of the Year award as well
as received this year’s Regional Theme Award in East Jutland,
furthermore DIS received the sixth Gazelle nomination. And in
order to keep up with the continuing growth of customers and
projects DIS has now opened a subsidiary in Aalborg.
”At DIS we have an ambitious growth strategy which includes a wish
to be present near our customers, in order to have as close a working
relationship as possible. We have investigated the market and in order
to expand with another subsidiary, and we are now looking forward
to meeting all of our Northern based customers more locally”, says
Michael Gadeberg, CEO and partner at DIS.
Senior Project Manager and Business Developer Morten Nørgaard
Morthorst has been hired by DIS to develop and manage the new
subsidiary in Aalborg. Morten is an electrical engineer and project
manager and he has also been an independent consultant, where
he mainly worked within project management and processes.
Morten has also held positions at Siemens, Alfa Laval and Grundfos
in project management and as project portfolio manager. Morten
lives in Aalborg and therefore has local knowledge of the area.
”There is an enormous potential for DIS in Northern Denmark. We
will be able to strengthen our cooperation with both existing and

new customers; several customers have requested local engineering
and consulting resources – those they will get now! Northern Jutland
is also home to many skilled engineers, who will be able to add to
and expand on DIS’ many competencies. DIS’ new address is in the
innovative environment in NOVI Science Park where there are many
other interesting companies. I am really looking forward to DIS adding a local touch on the market in the North”, says Morten Nørgaard
Morthorst, Senior Project Manager and Business Developer at DIS.
The Aalborg subsidiary has recently started working with the
innovative liquid-cooling company Asetek A/S, which has invented and developed a highly efficient water-cooling system
for computers and servers. The presence of both companies
in Aalborg has triggered the cooperation, where DIS now has
a project manager with scum-master experience working at
Asatek A/S to establish and advise on new processes. The local
aspect and presence is indispensable even for a company with
a strong international profile like Asatek A/S.
In addition to opening an office in Aalborg, DIS has also during
2016 opened subsidiaries in the USA; in Chicago, Houston and
Atlanta, as well as in the Polish metropole Krakow. DIS is now
represented with a total of 12 subsidiaries worldwide.
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ROBOT SOLUTION FOR KEN HYGIENE SYSTEMS

In collaboration with KEN HYGIENE SYSTEMS, DIS has developed a robotic solution which will be available in
sterilization centers in Danish hospitals as well as hospitals abroad.
KEN HYGIENE SYSTEMS is an innovative company with more
than 70 years of experience in the development, production,
sales and service of disinfecting dishwashers, lavatory basin
washers and laboratory dishwashers as well as dishwashers for
industrial kitchens, and the food and pharma industry.
DIS and KEN HYGIENE SYSTEMS have previously worked together
on different projects. This time DIS was asked to develop a robot
solution that would be able to work in an everyday setting with
the employees at sterilization centers. The system was named
KEN HYGIENE SYSTEMS AL10.
The requirements for the robot solution were that KEN HYGIENE
SYSTEMS AL10 should be incorporable into everyday routines
at a sterilization center and automate the tasks that require a
lot of manual labor and waiting time. It was required to be able
to transport wash racks from point a to point b, relieving the
staff from transport tasks as well as from twists in backs and
legs. Furthermore, the robot had to make loading and unloading
the washing machines more efficient, so that staff are not required
to be ready at all times. Of course the robot solution also had to be
reliable and self-rechargeable as well as safe to use in relation to
relevant directives and standards.
Based on DIS’ expertise within mechanics, electronics and software,

as well as project management, a robot solution was developed
consisting of a lifting/lowering function, a connection function and
a push/pull function. These special developed functions were built
on to a robot from MiR (Mobile Industrial Robots), which fully automated transports wash racks to the washing machines, collects wash
racks after a wash and delivers the racks to a given destination.
“When we got the idea for AL10 at KEN HYGIENE SYSTEMS it was
natural for us to contact DIS, as they have all the required skills
necessary for the development of such a robotic solution. We have
worked closely with DIS before and know each other well. DIS has
always delivered professional and high quality solutions and we felt
that we could safely leave this task with DIS,” says Kim S. Rasmussen
R&D Director at KEN HYGIENE SYSTEMS.
KEN HYGIENE SYSTEMS AL10 will be tested at selected hospitals
where KEN HYGIENE SYSTEMS are looking forward to seeing if
AL10 will fulfill the expectations that both they as well as the
customers have for the new robotic solution.
The robot was introduced at the world’s largest medical exhibition
in Düsseldorf in November 2016 where it drew a lot of attention
from customers, vendors and competitors.
The KEN HYGIENE SYSTEMS AL10 has a patent pending.
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NEW DIS EMPLOYEES
Since December we have welcomed a number of new colleagues:

Adam Komorowski
Project Engineer,
Mechanics, Krakow

Agnar Mølgaard
Nielsen
Senior Project Manager,
Aarhus

André Mantel
Project Engineer,
El/automation,
Nürnberg

Anna Muzyk
HR Assistant,
Krakow

Brian Gabe Jensen
Technical Project
Manager, Aarhus

Carsten Jacoby
Intern,
Mechanics,
Copenhagen

Christian Vogelsang
Project Engineer,
Mechanics, Hamburg

David Papp
Intern,
HW/SW, Aarhus

Dawid Wloch
Project Engineer,
Mechanics, Krakow

Denni Holmgaard
Madsen
IT Trainee, Aarhus

Emil Kennemann
Christensen
Project Engineer,
Mechanics, Esbjerg

Evgeny Chernigov
Technical Designer,
Mechanics, Hamburg

Filip Bak
Project Engineer,
Mechanics, Krakow

Hans Henrik
Skovgaard
Technical Project
Manager,Aalborg

Henri Schulz
Project Engineer,
Mechanics, Hamburg

Henrik Rasmussen
Intern,
Mechanics Aarhus

Jakob Elmer
Chief Project Manager,
Copenhagen

Jakub Swiderski
Project Engineer,
El/automation, Krakow

Jannik Kviesgaard
Technical Project
Manager, Aarhus

Joakim Seier Poulsen
Intern,
Mechanics, Aarhus

Jörn Starcke
Project Engineer,
Mechanics, Hamburg

Khaldoun Swid
Project Engineer,
Mechanics, Hamburg

Krzysztof Gut
Project Engineer,
Mechanics, Krakow

Krzysztof Huptys
Project Engineer,
El/automation, Krakow

Krzysztof Pietraszek
Project Engineer,
Mechanics, Krakow

Lars Bak Julsgaard
System Engineer,
HW/SW, Aalborg

Lasse Bek Poulsen
Intern,
El/automation, Aarhus

Luca Fortuna
Project Engineer,
Mechanics, Aarhus

Mads Aaby Nielsen
Intern,
HW/SW, Aarhus

Maksymilian
Wesolowski
Project Engineer,
Mechanics, Krakow

Marc René Suckert
Project Engineer,
Mechanics, Aarhus

Marcin Chochla
Project Engineer,
El/automation, Krakow

Marcin Nowak
Project Engineer,
Mechanics, Krakow

Mathias Slyngborg
Project Manager,
Machinery and
Equipment, Aarhus

Mette Pedersen
Business Management
Supporter, Aarhus

Michal Kukielka
Project Engineer,
Mechanics, Krakow

Olav Langdahl
Change Management
Consultant, Aarhus

Pawel Jaskiewicz
Project Engineer,
El/automation, Krakow

Peter Seielstad
Nielsen
Sales Coordinator,
Copenhagen

Piotr Jusko
Project Engineer,
Mechanics, Krakow

Roman Voitenkov
Project Engineer,
Mechanics, Aarhus

Sergij Rabino
Project Engineer,
Mechanics, Dortmund

Szymon Sznura
Project Engineer,
El/automation,
Krakow

Taha Amiri Manjili
Project Engineer,
El/automation, Aarhus

Thomas Bech
Kristensen
Project Manager,
Esbjerg

Thomas Jensen
Intern,
Mechanics, Aarhus

Tobias Wenderott
Technical Designer,
Mechanics, Hamburg

Dwnmark: Aarhus I Aalborg I København I Esbjerg
Germany I Poland I Ukraine I USA
www.d-i-s.dk I www.creadis.de I www.creadis.com
In Denmark, DIS is the leading engineering and R&D company when it comes to consulting and turn-key solutions for all industries both nationally and abroad. DIS is now present in Denmark, Germany, Poland,
Ukraine and the USA and employs more than 400 highly qualified engineers and consultants. In Denmark we are called DIS and internationally CREADIS. Since the company was founded in 1997 DIS has experienced
a steady growth and a healthy economy.

